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The best database solution for Magento 
As an web application, Magento dynamically generates web pages and so relies heavily on databases. As a result 
of employing the Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model, the database relies on normalised tables and table relations. 
Queries submitted from the application must be able to collect data from multiple tables with minimal degradation 
in performance. 

Because of Magento’s nature as an eCommerce platform, the database content is not guaranteed to remain static. As a 
result, the integrity of data must be maintained as Magento updates the related data within multiple tables. Therefore, 
the database service backing a high traffic Magento site must maintain adequate throughput at high concurrency.

An appropriate database solution will meet the high demands of Magento’s workload. Other properties such as high 
availability, scaling, and so on, are secondary to the database solution’s ability to meet the immediate demands of 
Magento’s queries.  A properly provisioned single database instance can provide ample performance for a Magento 
installation. 

Replication is a common way to horizontally scale a database service and increase its potential transactional capacity. 
Of the three possible replication configurations (asynchronous, semi-synchronous and synchronous or master/master), 
this paper will focus on Percona’s implementation of a multi-master cluster, also known as Percona XtraDB Cluster 
(PXC). 

According to the website (www.percona.com/software/percona-xtradb-cluster): 

Percona XtraDB Cluster is an active/active high availability and high scalability open source solution 
for MySQL® clustering. It integrates Percona Server and Percona XtraBackup with the Galera library of 
MySQL high availability solutions in a single package which enables you to create a cost-effective MySQL 
high availability cluster.

The Percona XtraDB Cluster offers characteristics such as scalability, high availability, and redundancy, but there 
are secondary to Magento’s reliance on efficient query processing and a timely response, particularly during high 
concurrency. The question of whether or not PXC is an adequate database solution for Magento can only be answered 
by analyzing its performance under a typical workload. 

Test overview
This white paper dissects three tests designed to weigh the performance of a single database instance against that of 
PXC when paired with Magento 1.x and Magento 2. The three tests were database import performance, reindexing, 
and traffic simulation. The single database instance outperformed the PXC in every iteration. 
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Hardware configuration

Web application server

Chassis: Dell PowerEdge R420
CPU: Dual 8 Core Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2450 v2 @ 2.50GHz
Memory: 24G 1600MHz DDR3
Disk: 4x 300 GB 15k SAS drives - RAID 10

Load balancer and HA-proxy server

Chassis: Dell PowerEdge R310
CPU: Single Intel® Xeon® CPU X3440  @ 2.53GHz
Memory: 16G 1333MHz DDR3 
Disk: 2x 73 GB 10k SAS drives - RAID 1

Database server

Chassis: Dell PowerEdge R420
CPU: Dual 6 Core Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2420 v2 @ 2.20GHz
Memory: 24G 1600MHz DDR3
Disk: 4x 300GB 15K SAS Drives - RAID 10

Cache serve

Chassis: Dell PowerEdge R310
CPU: Single 4 Core Intel® Xeon® CPU X3440  @ 2.53GHz
Memory: 32G 1066MHz DDR3
Disk: 2x 73 GB 10k SAS drives - RAID 1

Testing procedures
The performance of a single Percona database was measured against that of a Percona XtraDB Cluster in various 
Magento environments. These metrics were taken using three tests. The first test imported a database into the two 
configurations and tested the performance of the database arrays’ write operations. The second test compared the 
results of a Magento reindex operation. The third test simulated Magento traffic and observed how a change in 
database configuration affected Magento’s overall performance. 

Because of initial complications with fields marked as “auto increment” in the PXC configuration, the database was 
generated on the single database instance before being imported into the PXC configuration.

The second test’s database reindex was performed using Magento’s command line utility. This minimized any necessary 
database calls needed to generate the administrator’s control panel page. A full reindex process was performed, so as 
to maximise the amount of queries submitted to the database.

The web traffic simulation used the Apache jMeter tool (jmeter.apache.org). The benchmarking profile was made 
available on Magento’s public Git repository (github.com/magento/magento-performance-toolkit). 
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For both Magento (Enterprise Edition, version 1.14.0.1) and Magento 2, all three tests used the default database 
schemata. Magento provided three sample profiles, which were used to generate sample data.

Database profile comparison 

Table 1 compares the sample profiles for the small, medium, and large database schemata provided by Magneto.

Small Medium Large

websites: 1 1 3

store_groups: 1 2 3

store_views: 1 2 3

simple_products: 800 16000 50000

configurable_products: 50 1000 25000

categories: 30 300 1000

categories_nesting_level: 3 3 3

catelog_price_rules: 10 20 50

catalog_target_rules: 2 5 10

cart_price_rules: 10 20 50

cart_price_rules_floor: 2 2 2

customers: 20 200 2000

Table 1. Small, medium, and large database schemata.

Test 1: Database import performance
The database import consists of predominantly CREATE TABLE, UPDATE, INSERT INTO, and TRUNCATE TABLE operations. 
Since autocommit mode is enabled by default, the START TRANSACTION and COMMIT operations may also be included. 
Contrary to the NOOP nature of SELECT statements, these operations attempt to alter the schema. This test compared 
the performance of a single database instance against that of a PXC when importing a database. 

The database dump file was imported directly from the command line into the database server. Since the import does 
not require the use of any Magento coding, the test showed how both database configurations perform with direct 
operational transactions, or ones that alter the schema’s data set. Furthermore, any iteration using similar operational 
queries should show similar results. 

Another result of eliminating the Magento codebase from the database import is that excluding any type of database 
query load balancing, queries must be submitted to a single database node. Refer to Figure 1 for the general topology 
used for the database imports.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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Results
Results are based on the average of five iterations of importing a database file. Each set of five iterations was run on 
each of the three sample data profiles provided by Magento. Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4 show that importing to 
the single database node takes significantly less time than importing the same data into the PXC.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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On average, imports to PXC require 48% more time than imports to the single database node. Furthermore, the single 
database node outperformed the Percona XtraDB cluster upon every iteration of database import.

The key cause of the difference is PXC’s fully synchronous replication.  Since the data set must be consistent across the 
entire database array, the database array will not respond to the client until every node concurs they can successfully 
replay the the submitted transaction. As the amount of nodes in the PXC arrangement increases, so the duration of 
imports and other operations. 

Test 2: Reindexing
The magento database depends heavily on table relations. As such, complex queries involving numerous JOINs are 
common. In order to decrease the frequency of complex queries submitted to the database, Magento offers index 
tables through a process called reindexing. Reindexing transforms related data spread through multiple tables into flat 
tables. This conserves computing power and and accelerates query result speed.

Since the reindexing process contains complex computation and queries, it is worth comparing how the reindexing 
process performs both a single database node and PXC. The reindexing process uses the Magento codebase. It is 
natural to assume Magento can leverage the split reads/writes configuration when using the Percona XtraDB Cluster 
configuration. Unfortunately, due to the manner in which Magento performs database locking, using the PXC 
configuration (see Appendix B) results in the following error: 

exception ‘PDOException’ with message ‘SQLSTATE[HY000]: General error: 2006 MySQL 
server has gone away’ in /chroot/test2 _ html/lib/Zend/Db/Statement/Pdo.php:228.

Since the reindex process contains a wider range of queries like SELECT and DDL/DML/TCL, any possible benefits that 
might otherwise be gained from a split read/write configuration are lost with a single database configuration. Refer to 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 for a depiction of the database and webnode topology used for the reindexing process.
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Results for Magento 1.x 

Results are based on the average of five iterations of reindexing the Magento database. The reported metrics 
represent the time taken for the database instance to respond. This essentially eliminates the processing time for 
coding, allowing the metrics to be more representative of actual database performance. Figure 7, 8, and 9 weigh the 
reindexing performances of a single database against PXC for a small, medium, and large databases respectively.  The 
single Percona database outperforms the same reindexing processes with PXC in all three scenarios.

               
The key to PXC’s slower performance is partly due to PXC’s fully synchronous replication.  Since the data set must be 
consistent across the entire database array, the database array will not respond to the client until every node can 
successfully replay the the submitted transaction. As the amount of nodes in the PXC arrangement increases, so the 
duration of imports and other operations. 

The single Percona database instance was faster than the PXC in every reindex iteration. For the small database profile, 
the PXC was approximately 63% slower than the single database instance. For the medium and large profiles, the 
XtraDB cluster performed approximately 20% slower than the single database instance. 

Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate the reindexing process query type profile for each database size. As the database size 
increases, so does the percentage of noop SELECT statements within the reindexing process. 
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Figures 10 - 12 suggest that a greater percentage of NOOP queries that the PXC should approximate the performance 
of a single database instance. For additional reference, the number of queries generated during the reindexing process 
is listed in the Table 2: 

Profile Number of queries in
 Reindexing Process

Small 362

Medium 1,511

Large 26,506
Table 2. Number of queries in reindexing process for different database profiles.

Results for Magento 2:

Results are based on the average of five iterations of reindexing the Magento database. The reported metrics represent 
the time taken for the database instance to respond. This essentially eliminates the processing time for coding, allowing 
the metrics to be more representative of actual database performance. Figures 13 and 14 show that the single Percona 
database outperforms PXC in both small and medium databases when reindexing.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
A Magento Case Study
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As with Magento 1.x, the key to PXC’s slower performance is partly due to PXC’s fully synchronous replication.  Since 
the data set must be consistent across the entire database array, the database array will not respond to the client until 
every node can successfully replay the the submitted transaction. As the amount of nodes in the PXC arrangement 
increases, so the duration of imports and other operations. 

The single Percona database instance was faster than the PXC in every reindex iteration. For the small database profile, 
the XtraDB cluster was approximately 40% slower than the single database instance. For the medium profile, the 
XtraDB cluster performed approximately 20% slower than the single database instance. 

Figures 15 and 16 show the query-type breakdown of Magento 2’s reindexing process for both a small and medium 
database, respectively. 

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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Because of the large amount of SELECT statements during the reindexing processes, Figures 15 and 16 may be 
misleading. As a result, the raw data for the query type profiles are provided Table 3 and Table 4:

Query Command Number of Queries

SELECT 40,164

DELETE 56

COMMIT 34

UPDATE 21

INSERT 9

Table 3. Query data for small database profile.

Query Command Number of Queries

SELECT 1,602,192

DELETE 77

COMMIT 34

INSERT 29

UPDATE 22

Table 4. Query data for medium database profile.

Comparison to database import

The relative difference in time spent to reindex between a single database instance and the PXC is much less than the 
relative difference in time spent to import a database. For each set of reindexing iterations per database profile, the 
only variable was database configuration. Since the relative percentages of query profiles like SELECT, DELETE, CREATE, 
and so on should result in similar performance, the data in Table 3 and Table 4 suggests that the types of queries 
constituting the reindexing process must differ from those of an import. 

This is indeed the case, as shown in the query profiles represented in Figure 17.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
A Magento Case Study
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99.5% of the reindexing process is comprised of noop SELECT queries, which do not require involvement from every 
node in the PXC array. Transactions like COMMIT and others that require complete participation from every node in the 
PXC cluster exist within the remaining 0.5% of the queries. The database import, on the other hand, is almost entirely 
comprised of queries which make changes to the schema’s data set. This explains why the overhead of transactions on 
the PXC is more prevalent on database import than reindexing.

Test 3: Traffic simulation
The best way to determine how well a single database instance and PXC interacts with Magento is to make observations 
during simulated web traffic. This test used Apache jMeter to mimic live web traffic. Apache jMeter’s script allows the 
operator to control traffic profiles for users such as conversion rates, abandonment rates, administrator traffic, and so 
on. Since the resulting traffic is repeatable, jMeter provides a reasonable means of measuring Magento’s performance 
with the two database environments. 

The breakdown of traffic type, as defined by the benchmark.jmx profile supplied by Magento, is as follows:

ramp _ period: 0
orders: 0
users: 250 - 4000
view _ product _ add _ to _ cart _ percent: 54 - 62
view _ catalog _ percent: 30
guest _ checkout _ percent: 4 - 8
customer _ checkout _ percent: 4 - 8
loops: 5

Method

The tests were performed with the following procedure:

1. Sample data from a small, medium, large, and extra large database was imported. 
2. For each database profile, a series of traffic simulations was run with the number of users as the variable. 

The number of users ranged from 250 to 4000, with increments of 250.
3. For the tests guest_checkout_percent, customer_checkout_percent, and view_product_add_to_car_

percent, values were changed so that they would combine with view_catalog_percent for a total of 100. 
Per iteration, both guest_checkout_percent and customer_checkout_percent were set to 4% and then to 
8%.

Magento was configured so as to minimise the amount of time spent within the PHP coding and to shift as much of the 
load to the database as possible. The following method were used:

• Caches and sessions were moved to a memory-based solution (Redis and memcached).
• Most caches, including front-page caching, were disabled within Magento. Only the configuration and 

compiler caches remained enabled: 
 o Configuration: since these normally do not often change, it is more efficient for Magneto to pull the  

already centralised information from cache, rather than database.
 o Compiler: decreases the time spent walking through the directory hierarchy when searching for class 

files.
• Logging was disabled to streamline performance.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
A Magento Case Study
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Although three webnodes are present, no network based file-system (such as NFS) is used between the nodes. This 
eliminates the possibility of RPC queue congestion during operations like large directory walks, metadata acquisition, 
and so on, which could cause a bottleneck upstream of the database server.

Two database configurations were used: one for a single database instance and one for PXC. The Magento codebase 
is utilised in this test. As a result, the codebase can leverage the split reads/writes configuration when using the PXC 
configuration. Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate both database configurations.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
A Magento Case Study
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At time of publication, it did not appear that Magento 2 supported split reads and writes. All reads and writes will 
go to a single node of the cluster; the cluster will still handle synchronous replication internally as needed. Figure 20 
depicts the correct query routing for PXC with use of Magento 2.

Results for Magento 1.x

Results are based on the average of five iterations of each database profile, conversion profile, and single/PXC 
permutation. Figures 21 - 26 illustrate that the single Percona database server outperforms PXC in almost every 
iteration. At higher concurrencies, the difference in performance becomes more evident. 
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Figures 27 and 28 show the query profile for jMeter tests at 4% and 8%, respectively. The majority of the queries 
submitted to the database service are noop SELECT statements. There is not a significant difference between the query 
type profiles for 4% and 8% conversion rates. 

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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This is also reflected in the output of the transaction-per-second jMeter transactions-per-second graphs in Figures 21 - 
26 as the values for the graphs are very close to each other. This suggests that the main penalty in performance lies in 
the approximate 13% of the query types that are not SELECT statements.

Results for Magento 2

Results are based on the average of five iterations of each database profile, conversion profile, and single/PXC 
permutation. Since the split read/write transactions capability was not available, results of this test differed from those 
of Magento 1.x. Figures 29 - 32 show that the performance of PXC is slightly less than that of a single database instance, 
even when all traffic is routed to a single node of the PXC.  

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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Figures 33 and 34 show the query type profile for jMeter tests at a 4% conversion rate and 8% conversion rate. 
The majority of the queries submitted to the database service are noop SELECT statements.There is not a significant 
difference between the query type profiles for 4% and 8% conversion rates; a 4% conversion rate contains approximately 
2% more SELECT statements than an 8% conversion rate.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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This is also reflected in the output of the transaction-per-second jMeter transactions-per-second graphs in Figures 29 
- 32 as the values for the graphs are very close to each other.  This suggests that the main penalty in performance lies 
in the approximate 20% -  23% of the query types that are not SELECT statements.

Conclusions
The single database instance performance over the XtraDB cluster can be largely attributed to the synchronous nature 
of the XtraDB cluster. Any transaction that intends to alter the working data set within a database must be presented to 
every node in the XtraDB cluster. Every node within the cluster then checks to make sure that the submitted transaction 
does not conflict with pending transactions in their queues. When all nodes reach the consensus that the transaction 
is OK, they will initiate a local COMMIT operation for the submitted transaction. As illustrated in the graphs by the 
divergence in transactions per second, the overhead involved in this inter-node communication is quite substantial, 
especially at higher transactional concurrencies.

One database to rule them all

From a perspective of transactions per second, a single Percona database server offers a higher level of performance 
than a Percona XtraDB cluster.  While PXC does offer more hardware, most potential benefits that could be realised 
through the use of PXC are lost by the demands of the database traffic generated by a standard Magento installation. 

The performance of Magento and PXC together is highly dependent on the types of queries being submitted to the 
database server. As the percentage of NOOP queries increases, so does the Magento’s overall performance when using 
PXC. However, for a standard Magento installation, the query-type profile will not deviate significantly from the test 
results. This suggests that for a given Magento installation, the general throughput of a Magento and PXC installation 
will approach but never reach the throughput of a Magento and single database instance.

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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Possible exceptions

Theoretically, with a sufficiently high percentage of SELECT and other NOOP queries, the throughput of PXC can 
exceed that of a single database server. The nature of synchronous replication allows PXC to maintain a consistent data 
set across all of its nodes, and also implies that any node in the PXC may be the authoritative source of information. 

This opens up the possibility for two scenarios.

Scenario one: load balanced SELECT queries

Multiple nodes of an XtraDB cluster may be placed behind a load balancer. This allows the cluster as a whole to handle 
more concurrent operations than a single database server. Without transactions that alter the data set across the nodes, 
it becomes possible to produce a higher throughput than a single database instance can offer. Being an eCommerce 
platform, it remains highly unlikely that the database traffic generated from Magento would be a preferred scenario.

Scenario two: offloading resource intensive SELECT queries

Although they are NOOP queries, SELECT statements that involve large tables or perform JOIN operations to involve 
multiple tables may be resource-intensive. Depending on the workflow of Magneto, it is highly likely that a set of 
resource intensive statements could be offloaded to one specific server within the XtraDB cluster. This server could 
then be adequately provisioned with additional resources. Such a scenario may occur with certain Magento modules 
that run reports, access large amounts of data from related tables, and so on. Offloading this work onto one or more 
dedicated database instances within the PXC could also increase the productivity of the PXC as a whole by allowing the 
rest of the cluster to handle a higher volume of less intensive queries without fear of resource starvation.

Horizontal scaling with PXC

Notably, a single database server cannot be scaled horizontally. Only so many IOPS can be exacted from a single 
database server, and it can only handle the amount of incoming network connections as established by the system’s 
theoretical maximum. While vertical scaling can help provide additional storage, network capacity, IOPS, processing 
power, and so on, it is very often cost prohibitive. 

Horizontal scaling tends to be a more reliable solution. At the potential cost of transactional rates shown in the above 
tests, PXC offers a potential solution to a single database cluster’s inevitable limitations. 

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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Side-by-side comparisons

Single database server PXC

Redundancy n/a by number of nodes

Consistency within single instance across all nodes

Scalability vertical only vertical and horizontal

High availability n/a can be used as an HA solution

Intra-service communication n/a inter-node network communication

Complexity in configuration files simple: 
single database instance

complex:
dedicated write node

dedicated MyISAM nodes
dedicated table hotspot nodes
possible load balancing node

Additional hardware requirements n/a at least the number of nodes. 
dedicated query load balancer 

further increases amount of 
hardware used

Cost cost of a single server cost of all hardware, plus any special 
networking arrangements

Magento front-end interruption 
associated with single node 
maintenance window

total front-end interruption proper configuration changes allow 
front-end to function without 

interruption

Isolation of hotspot table(s) n/a resource intensive queries involving 
one or more tables can be offloaded 

to a single node

Increased storage capacity vertical scaling only vertical scaling only

Network limitations from client to database instance from client to database node  
inter-node limitations

Maximum connections maximum allowed connections on 
node

maximum allowed connections 
on single node multiplied by the 

number of nodes

IOPS limitations IOPS limit of hardware on single 
node

per node IOPS limit multiplied by the 
number of nodes

CPU processing power vertical scaling only horizontal and vertical scaling

Throughput limited to the max throughput on 
single node

sum of max throughput of all nodes

Storage engine types any supported engine only tables using the InnoDB engine 
are reliably replicated

Table 5. Comparison of single database server and PXC.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Configuration of single database within Magento 1.x

In app/etc/local.xml:

   <resources>
      <db>
        <table _ prefix><![CDATA[]]></table _ prefix>
      </db>
      <default _ setup>
        <connection>
          <host><![CDATA[mce-eugenetest2-db1-int]]></host>
          <username><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></username>
          <password><![CDATA[test]]></password>
          <dbname><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></dbname>
          <initStatements><![CDATA[SET NAMES utf8]]></initStatements>
          <model><![CDATA[mysql4]]></model>
          <type><![CDATA[pdo _ mysql]]></type>
          <pdoType><![CDATA[]]></pdoType>
          <active>1</active>
        </connection>
      </default _ setup>
    </resources>

Appendix B: Configuration of multiple database within Magento 1.x

In app/etc/local.xml:

    <resources>
      <db>
        <table _ prefix><![CDATA[]]></table _ prefix>
      </db>
      <default _ read>
        <connection>
          <use/>
          <host><![CDATA[mce-eugenetest2-haproxy-int]]></host>
          <username><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></username>
          <password><![CDATA[test]]></password>
          <dbname><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></dbname>
          <initStatements><![CDATA[SET NAMES utf8]]></initStatements>
          <model><![CDATA[mysql4]]></model>
          <type><![CDATA[pdo _ mysql]]></type>
          <pdoType><![CDATA[]]></pdoType>
          <active>1</active>
        </connection>
      </default _ read>
      <default _ write>
        <connection>

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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          <use/>
          <host><![CDATA[mce-eugenetest2-db2-int]]></host>
          <username><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></username>
          <password><![CDATA[test]]></password>
          <dbname><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></dbname>
          <initStatements><![CDATA[SET NAMES utf8]]></initStatements>
          <model><![CDATA[mysql4]]></model>
          <type><![CDATA[pdo _ mysql]]></type>
          <pdoType><![CDATA[]]></pdoType>
          <active>1</active>
        </connection>
      </default _ write>
     <default _ setup>
        <connection>
          <use/>
          <host><![CDATA[mce-eugenetest2-db2-int]]></host>
          <username><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></username>
          <password><![CDATA[test]]></password>
          <dbname><![CDATA[perconat _ perc1]]></dbname>
          <initStatements><![CDATA[SET NAMES utf8]]></initStatements>
          <model><![CDATA[mysql4]]></model>
          <type><![CDATA[pdo _ mysql]]></type>
          <pdoType><![CDATA[]]></pdoType>
          <active>1</active>
        </connection>
      </default _ setup>
    </resources>

In app/code/core/Mage/CatalogSearch/etc/config.xml:

        <resources>
            <catalogsearch _ setup>
                <setup>
                    <module>Mage _ CatalogSearch</module>
                </setup>
                <connection>
                  <use>default _ setup</use>
                </connection>
            </catalogsearch _ setup>
        </resources>

In app/code/core/Mage/Oauth/etc/config.xml:

        <resources> 
     <oauth _ setup>
         <setup>
                    <module>Mage _ Oauth</module>
                    <class>Mage _ Oauth _ Model _ Resource _ Setup</class>
                <connection>
                  <use>default _ setup</use>
                </connection>
                </setup>

Percona Server versus Percona XtraDB Cluster:  
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            </oauth _ setup>
        </resources>

Appendix C: Configuration of database for standalone database instance within 
Magento 2

In app/etc/config.php:

‘db’ =>
  array (
    ‘table _ prefix’ => ‘’,
    ‘connection’ =>
    array (
      ‘default’ =>
      array (
        ‘host’ => ‘mce-eugenetest2-db1-int’, 
        ‘dbname’ => ‘mage2’,
        ‘username’ => ‘mage2 _ user’,
        ‘password’ => ‘test’,
        ‘model’ => ‘mysql4’,
        ‘initStatements’ => ‘SET NAMES utf8;’,
        ‘active’ => ‘1’,
      ),
    ),
  ),
  ‘session’ =>
  array (
    ‘save’ => ‘db’,
  ),
  ‘resource’ =>
  array (
    ‘default _ setup’ =>
    array (
      ‘connection’ => ‘default’,
    ),
  ),
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Appendix D: Configuration of database for PXC within Magento 2

In app/etc/config.php:

‘db’ =>
  array (
    ‘table _ prefix’ => ‘’,
    ‘connection’ =>
    array (
      ‘default’ =>
      array (
        ‘host’ => ‘mce-eugenetest2-db2-int’, 
        ‘dbname’ => ‘mage2’,
        ‘username’ => ‘mage2 _ user’,
        ‘password’ => ‘test’,
        ‘model’ => ‘mysql4’,
        ‘initStatements’ => ‘SET NAMES utf8;’,
        ‘active’ => ‘1’,
      ),
    ),
  ),
  ‘session’ =>
  array (
    ‘save’ => ‘db’,
  ),
  ‘resource’ =>
  array (
    ‘default _ setup’ =>
    array (
      ‘connection’ => ‘default’,
    ),
  ),

Appendix E: Configuration: /etc/my.cnf for single database server

[client]
port = 3306
socket = /var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock
secure-auth=off
[mysqld]
server-id = 1
port = 3306
datadir=/home/mysql
secure-auth=off
socket=/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock
pid-file=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.pid
old _ passwords=1
max _ connections = 10000
myisam _ sort _ buffer _ size = 64M
key _ buffer _ size = 256M
join _ buffer _ size = 4M
read _ buffer _ size = 4M
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read _ rnd _ buffer _ size = 16M
sort _ buffer _ size = 2M
table _ open _ cache = 8192
thread _ cache _ size = 512
wait _ timeout = 28800
interactive _ timeout = 300
connect _ timeout = 300
tmp _ table _ size = 384M
max _ heap _ table _ size = 384M
max _ allowed _ packet = 128M
max _ connect _ errors = 999999999
query _ cache _ limit = 4M
query _ cache _ size = 0
query _ cache _ type = 0
query _ prealloc _ size = 16384
query _ alloc _ block _ size = 16384
innodb _ file _ per _ table
tmpdir = /home/tmp
skip-name-resolve
expire _ logs _ days = 7
innodb _ thread _ concurrency = 24
innodb _ buffer _ pool _ size = 16G
innodb _ log _ file _ size = 384M
innodb _ log _ buffer _ size = 64M
innodb _ additional _ mem _ pool _ size = 16M
innodb _ io _ capacity = 800
innodb _ flush _ neighbors = 2
innodb _ lock _ wait _ timeout = 75
innodb _ flush _ method=O _ DIRECT
innodb _ flush _ log _ at _ trx _ commit=1
performance _ schema = on
innodb _ sync _ spin _ loops = 200
innodb _ concurrency _ tickets = 5000
innodb _ buffer _ pool _ instances = 8
innodb _ adaptive _ hash _ index _ partitions = 8
[mysqld _ safe]
log-error=/var/log/mysqld.log
pid-file=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.pid
performance _ schema = on
malloc-lib=/usr/lib64/libjemalloc.so.1
[mysqldump]
quick
[myisamchk]
key _ buffer _ size              = 128M
sort _ buffer _ size        = 128M
read _ buffer _ size             = 2M
write _ buffer _ size            = 2M
[mysqlhotcopy]
interactive-timeout
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Appendix F: Configuration: /etc/my.cnf for PXC

[client]
port = 3306
socket = /var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock
secure-auth=off
[mysqld]
  wsrep _ provider=/usr/lib64/libgalera _ smm.so
    wsrep _ cluster _ address=gcomm://172.18.75.31,172.18.75.32,172.18.75.33
  binlog _ format=ROW
  default _ storage _ engine=InnoDB
  innodb _ autoinc _ lock _ mode=2
  wsrep _ node _ address=172.18.75.31
  wsrep _ cluster _ name=test _ cluster
  wsrep _ sst _ auth=”sstuser:grenscatOfpyp7”
  wsrep _ auto _ increment _ control= OFF
server-id = 1
port = 3306
datadir=/home/mysql
secure-auth=off
socket=/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock
pid-file=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.pid
old _ passwords=1
max _ connections = 6000
myisam _ sort _ buffer _ size = 64M
key _ buffer _ size = 256M
join _ buffer _ size = 4M
read _ buffer _ size = 4M
read _ rnd _ buffer _ size = 16M
sort _ buffer _ size = 2M
table _ open _ cache = 8192
thread _ cache _ size = 512
wait _ timeout = 28800
interactive _ timeout = 300
connect _ timeout = 300
tmp _ table _ size = 384M
max _ heap _ table _ size = 384M
max _ allowed _ packet = 128M
max _ connect _ errors = 999999999
query _ cache _ limit = 4M
query _ cache _ size = 0
query _ cache _ type = 0
query _ prealloc _ size = 16384
query _ alloc _ block _ size = 16384
innodb _ file _ per _ table
tmpdir = /home/tmp
skip-name-resolve
expire _ logs _ days = 7
innodb _ thread _ concurrency = 24
innodb _ buffer _ pool _ size = 16G
innodb _ log _ file _ size = 384M
innodb _ log _ buffer _ size = 64M
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innodb _ additional _ mem _ pool _ size = 16M
innodb _ io _ capacity = 800
innodb _ flush _ neighbors = 2
innodb _ lock _ wait _ timeout = 75
innodb _ flush _ method=O _ DIRECT
innodb _ flush _ log _ at _ trx _ commit=1
innodb _ sync _ spin _ loops = 200
innodb _ concurrency _ tickets = 5000
innodb _ buffer _ pool _ instances = 8
innodb _ adaptive _ hash _ index _ partitions = 8
[mysqld _ safe]
log-error=/var/log/mysqld.log
pid-file=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.pid
malloc-lib=/usr/lib64/libjemalloc.so.1
[mysqldump]
quick
[myisamchk]
key _ buffer _ size              = 128M
sort _ buffer _ size        = 128M
read _ buffer _ size             = 2M
write _ buffer _ size            = 2M
[mysqlhotcopy]
interactive-timeout

Appendix G: php-fpm configuration

[perconat]
listen = /dev/shm/perconat-php.sock
listen.owner = perconat
listen.group = apache
listen.mode = 0660
user = perconat
group = perconat
catch _ workers _ output = no
pm = ondemand
pm.max _ children = 512
pm.max _ requests = 1
pm.process _ idle _ timeout = 5s
php _ admin _ value[error _ log] = /home/perconat/var/php-fpm/error.log
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